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Abstract: In recent years, the magneto-optical properties of two-dimensional transition metal disul-
fides have attracted more and more attention due to their further device applications in spintronics
and valleytronics. However, to our knowledge, the plasmonic effect on the magneto-optical proper-
ties of WS2 has not been studied. In this work, monolayer WS2 transferred on SiO2/Si substrate and
Au film were investigated respectively using polarized-Raman spectroscopy at 4 K under different
magnetic fields. Prominent magnetic field–induced variations in the Raman intensities of WS2

samples were observed, which also exhibited significant differences in the spectral evolution versus
magnetic field. The resonance magnetic field was 5 T and 5.5 T for the WS2 on SiO2/Si substrate and
Au film, respectively. Remarkably, the magneto-optical Raman intensities of A′1 and 2LA(M) modes
for WS2 on Au film were reduced to approximately 60% compared with that of WS2 on SiO2/Si.
These results suggest that the plasmonic effect–induced charge transfer plays an important role in
the magneto-optical Raman effect of WS2.

Keywords: WS2; Raman; magneto-optical effect; substrate

1. Introduction

Two-dimensional (2D) transition metal disulfides (TMDs), which are composed of
strong bonding layers with weak Van der Waals force interlayer attraction and can be
stripped into separate atomic layers under certain conditions, have attracted extensive
attention in the past 10 years because they exhibit extraordinary physical properties and
extensive prospective applications in devices [1–3]. WS2 is a typical 2D TMD, which
consists of an S-W-S atomic interlayer. The transition from indirect band gap to direct band
gap occurs when the thickness of WS2 decreases to monolayer [4]. Monolayer WS2 has a
direct band gap with a theoretical value of ~2.1 eV [5], slightly larger than that of monolayer
MoS2. The direct bandgap for monolayer WS2 opens up opportunities for the applications
in electronic and optoelectronic devices, such as light-emitting diodes, photodetectors and
photoelectric sensors [6,7]. The band structure tunability with strain also meet the needs of
field effect transistors (FET) [8,9] and hydrogen evolution [10]. Moreover, WS2 has been
considered as a natural candidate for valley research because of the unique symmetry and
strong spin-orbit coupling [11].

In recent years, due to the potential device applications in spintronics and valleytron-
ics, increasing research on the magneto-optical properties of 2D TMDs, such as valley
Zeeman splitting [12,13], valley-and spin-polarized Landau levels [14], magnetic-field
modulated valley polarization and valley coherence [15–17], has been carried out. Optical
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spectroscopic methods, such as circular polarized photoluminescence (PL) and magnetic
circular dichroism (MCD) have been employed to study the magneto-optical properties
of 2D TMDs [18–21]. Applying a magnetic field up to 7 T, a splitting for the PL peaks
was observed in WS2 [19]. Raman spectroscopy has been demonstrated to be a feasible
tool to investigate the magneto-optical effect in 2D TMDs [22–24]. Ji et al. observed a
giant magneto-optical Raman effect in MoS2, which was closely related to the symmetry
breaking induced by the electron motions modulated by the external magnetic field [22].
In a recent work, reduction of the magneto-optical Raman intensity of MoS2 was attributed
to the lattice defects–induced scattering of electron motion [25]. WS2 grown on sapphire
has been investigated using the magneto-Raman technique at 77 K [24].

It has been demonstrated that localized surface plasmonic resonance (LSPR) occurring
on noble metal nanostructures–induced charge transfer from nanostructures to TMDs can
prominently enhance the optoelectronic properties of TMDs. The effective hole mobility,
up to ~100 (cm2/Vs,) and high on/off current ratio of >106 were observed on the Au
decorated WSe2 [26]. Butun et al. reported a fourfold enhancement in the absorption of
a WS2 film after being hybridized with Ag nanodiscs [27]. The enhanced Raman and PL
emission were observed on the hybrids of WS2 and Au nanoparticles (NPs), which were
attributed to the increased internal quantum efficiency and decreased activation energy due
to coupling with Au NPs [28]. Thus, the plasmonic effect is predicted to have influence on
the magneto-optical properties of WS2. However, to our knowledge, study of the plasmonic
effect on the magneto-optical Raman property of WS2 has not been reported.

In this work, polarized-Raman spectroscopy was performed on monolayer WS2 on
SiO2/Si and Au film, respectively, in order to get a clear overview of the plasmonic effect on
the magneto-optical property of monolayer WS2. Dramatic magnetic field–induced modifi-
cations of the intensities of Raman modes were observed in WS2 on different substrates.
Moreover, the magneto-optical Raman intensity for WS2 on Au film was much lower than
that for the WS2 on SiO2/Si, demonstrating that the charge transfer induced by the surface
plasmon that occurs on Au film can offer a significant impact on the magneto-optical Raman
effect of monolayer WS2. Our results provide useful information for understanding the
magneto-optical properties of TMDs and the fabrication of TMD-related magneto-optical
devices.

2. Materials and Methods

Single-crystalline monolayer WS2 was prepared using a modified mechanical exfo-
liation method for bulk crystal and drily transferred onto a 280 nm SiO2/Si substrate
and Au film, respectively. The 10 nm thick Au film was deposited on a 30 nm SiO2/Si
substrate using the magnetron sputtering technique. The number of layers was further
confirmed by ultralow frequency (ULF) Raman spectroscopy [29]. Figure 1a shows a
white-light micrograph of a mechanical exfoliated WS2 sample with the thickness overlaid.
Large area 1L WS2 was successfully obtained on a SiO2/Si substrate. The optical image
for monolayer WS2/Au is similar. Figure 1b presents the magnified scanning electron
micrograph (SEM) image of WS2/Au heterostructure, in which the gray-colored zone
indicates the WS2 transferred. It can be seen clearly that the Au film in fact is composed
of aggregated nanoparticles rather a continuous film. The size of nanoparticles (NPs)
ranges from 5 to 30 nm. It has been demonstrated that NPs have a higher plasmonic
modulation effect than the flat film due to the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
that occurs on NPs. Low-temperature magneto-Raman measurements were performed in
a cryostat (attocube AttoDRY 1100) with a custom-designed Raman micro-spectroscopy
system. The temperature was fixed at 4 K, while the direction of magnetic field was normal
to the sample surface (so-called Faraday geometry) and varied from 0 to 9 T. A linearly
polarized 532 nm laser was used as the excitation source, and the power on the sample
surface was approximately 2 mW. A low temperature compatible objective (NA = 0.8) was
used to focus the laser and collect the Raman signal. The Raman spectra were collected
in the parallel-polarized (VV) and crossed-polarized (VH) configurations, as presented
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in Figure 1c. In VV configuration, the polarizations of scattered and incident light were
parallel to each other, while the polarization of scattered light was perpendicular to that of
incident light in VH configuration.

Figure 1. (a) Optical image for WS2 on SiO2/Si substrate. (b) Magnified SEM image of WS2 on Au
film. (c) Schematic illustration for the polarized-Raman setup under magnetic field.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 presents the zero-field polarized-Raman spectra of the monolayer WS2 on
SiO2/Si and Au film, respectively. The Raman spectra of WS2/SiO2 exhibit obvious
dependence on polarization configurations, as shown in Figure 2a. The line shape of
the Raman spectra of the VV spectrum of WS2/SiO2 resumes that of monolayer WS2
in previous literature [11,30]. When the polarization configuration changes from VV to
VH, the overall intensity of the spectrum is significantly weakened. After fitting with
Lorentzians, five peaks are identified in the range of 250–450 cm−1 for the Raman spectra
of WS2/SiO2, which is consistent with previous literature [31]. Among them, three peaks
are worthy of special attention: the second-order resonant peaks involving longitudinal
acoustic mode 2LA(M); the in-plane E′ vibration mode of two S atoms in the plane in
reverse motion with W atom; the out-of-plane A′1 vibration mode of two S atoms moving
backward out of plane [24,32]. At VV configuration, E′ mode is just a shoulder peak on the
right side of 2LA(M) mode in the Raman spectra of WS2/SiO2. And the peak intensities of
2LA(M) and A′1 are much higher than that of E′ mode. In contrast, the intensities of the
2LA(M) and A′1 modes are obviously weaker relative to E′ under VH configuration. The
E′ mode emerges as an isolated peak, whereas the 2LA(M) mode shrinks significantly. The
polarization dependence for the Raman spectra of WS2/SiO2 follows the Raman selection
rules (RSRs) for WS2 [24,33].

On the other hand, the Raman spectra of WS2/Au exhibit prominent different polar-
ization dependent behaviors, as shown in Figure 2b. In sharp contrast to the Raman spectra
of WS2/SiO2, the spectra lineshapes of WS2/Au exhibit obvious distinctions. The intensity
of 2LA(M) and A′1 modes are enhanced prominently and become comparable to that of E′

mode. Especially in the VH configuration, the intensity of 2LA(M) is still hardening. The
Raman spectra in Figure 2b clearly evidence the breaking of RSRs on WS2/Au, which could
be associated with the strong coupling between the plasmon and phonons in WS2 [34]. As
it is well known, the localized electromagnetic (EM) field at close vicinity of the Au NPs can
be enhanced due to the LSPR effect under an excitation [35]. The intensity enhancement
of the Raman modes for WS2/Au is attributed to the surface enhanced Raman scattering
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(SERS) process as a result of the enhanced EM field [28]. In addition to the SERS process,
other physical mechanisms cannot be excluded from the distinct polarized-Raman spectra
of WS2/Au. The strain induced by Au NPs underneath also contributes to the intensity
enhancement of 2LA(M) mode [36,37].

Figure 2. Polarized–Raman spectra of (a) WS2/SiO2 and (b) WS2/Au collected without magnetic
field. Black circles represent the experimental results, the dashed lines are fitting results for each
Raman mode, and the red line is the sum of the fitting results.

It has been demonstrated that the A1-symmetry mode is very sensitive to the doping
effect [38,39]. For the hybrids composed of TMDs and noble metal NPs, the “hot carriers”
are generated and transfer from NPs to WS2 flake under the light illumination [40,41].
Employing ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy with pumping photon energy below
the indirect bandgap of the rippled MoS2 quadrilayer, Camellini et al. directly demon-
strated a plasmon-induced charge transfer between Au and MoS2 [42]. As reported by
Bhattacharya and coauthors, the Au NPs acted as dopants to WS2 in the plasmonic hybrid
nanostructures [28]. The broadening and enhancement of A′1 mode observed in this work
is closed related with the electronic doping effect from Au film.

According to the definite lattice orientation for the single crystalline monolayer of
WS2, its out-of-plane A′1 and in-plane E′ lattice vibrations are aligned with the vertical
and horizontal EM fields [43]. The vibrations for LA mode are parallel to the direction
of propagation [44,45]. The Raman intensity of E′ mode is solely determined by the
in-plane horizontal EM fields, whereas the Raman intensities of 2LA(M) and A′1 mode
are contributed mainly by the vertical out-of-plane EM field. The prominent enhanced
intensities of 2LA(M) and A′1 modes shown in Figure 2b demonstrate that the local EM field
in the vertical direction is dominant on the Au NPs prepared in this work. To further study
the LSPR effect on the polarized-Raman spectra of TMDs, nanostructures with enhanced
EM field along specialized directions, such as dimer or nanogap, should be utilized in the
future.

The differences between the Raman spectra for WS2/SiO2 and WS2/Au are closely
related to the plasmon-phonon coupling effect. To study the plasmon effect on the magneto-
optical property of WS2, the polarized-Raman spectra of WS2/SiO2 and WS2/Au were
collected at different magnetic fields. In Figure 3, the spectra were normalized using the
intensity of the Raman peak of Si substrate in order to see the intensity evolution of Raman
modes of WS2. As displayed in Figure 3a, in VV configuration, the intensity of the Raman
spectra decreases with increasing field, reaches the lowest value at approximately 6 T, then
recovers with continuously increasing field. Remarkably, the intensity of 2LA(M) and A′1
modes decrease much faster than that of E′ mode. The VV spectrum at 6T resembles the
features of the VH spectra at 0 T, in which the E′ mode becomes an isolated peak. In sharp
contrast, the Raman intensity displays an anticorrelated evolution in VH configuration. As
shown in Figure 3b, the spectral intensity grows with increasing field up to 6 T, and then
recedes with continuously increased field. In particular, the intensity of 2LA(M) and A′1
modes enhances more quickly than that of E′ mode. Of note, the VH spectra at 6 T resemble
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the features of the VV spectra at 0 T. Overall, one can see that the magnetic field–induced
variations for the polarized-Raman spectra of WS2/SiO2 exhibit strong similarities with
previous reporting [24]. Similar magnetic field modulation behaviors of the polarized-
Raman intensity were also reported in MoS2 [22,25]. The magnetic field–induced electron
motion plays a key role in the Raman scattering process. Ji and coauthors proposed a semi-
classic scenario to illustrate the magneto-Raman effect in MoS2 [22]. Under the magnetic
field in normal direction to the sample plane, the in-plane electron motion generates a
transverse component due to the Lorentz force, leading to a transfer of Raman intensity
between the crossed polarization configurations. The elements of Raman tensor, which are
normally the electronic susceptibilities with respect to lattice normal coordinates, can be
expressed as a function of external field. Therefore, the expression of the measured Raman
intensity can be associated with the magnitude of magnetic field and direction of light
polarization.

Figure 3. Polarized–Raman spectra of (a,b) WS2/SiO2 and (c,d) WS2/Au collected at different
magnetic fields.

Magnetic field–induced modulations were also observed on the Raman spectra of
WS2/Au, as shown in Figure 3c,d, which also exhibited obvious intensity fluctuation with
increasing field. However, the field-induced variations for WS2/Au significantly differ
from that for WS2/SiO2. One can see that both 2LA(M) and E′ modes vary significantly
with increasing magnetic field in VV configuration. At 6 T, 2LA(M) mode is still clearly
identified, and A′1 mode is still greatly residual under VV configuration. The VV spectra
at 6 T resembles the line shape of the VH spectra at 0 T.

The magnetic field–dependent Raman spectra for WS2/SiO2 and WS2/Au were de-
convoluted using the Lorentz function, in order to get a clear view of the magnetic field
dependence of peak intensity of WS2 on different substrates. As presented in Figure 4a–c,
the intensities of 2LA(M), A′1 and E′ modes for WS2/SiO2 exhibit similar magnetic field
dependences. The peak intensities vary oppositely in VV and VH polarization configu-
rations. The maximum intensity in VH configuration and the minimum intensity in VV
configuration take place at around 5 T. For simplicity, the magnetic field for the extreme
point of intensity is defined as the resonance magnetic field. The similar magnetic field–
induced intensity modulations are also observed on WS2/Au, as displayed in Figure 4d–f.
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The resonance magnetic field for WS2/Au is 5.5 T, which is a little higher than that for
WS2/SiO2. Noticeable, the intensity amplitudes of 2LA(M), E′ and A′1 modes for WS2/Au
are very close in VH configuration, which are different from those for WS2/SiO2. The
reason for the striking difference between these two WS2 samples is discussed below.

Figure 4. Magnetic field–induced modulation of the Raman intensity in different polarization
configurations. (a–c) Magnetic field–dependent polarized-Raman intensity of 2LA(M), E′ and A′1
modes for WS2/SiO2, respectively. (d–f) Magnetic field–dependent polarized-Raman intensity of
2LA(M), E′ and A′1 modes for WS2/Au, respectively.

To quantify the effects of magnetic fields on Raman intensity, the magneto-Raman in-
tensity of monolayer WS2 on two different substrates was calculated according to previous
literature [24,25], as follows:

Magneto-Raman intensity =
I(B)− I(0)

I(0)
× 100% (1)

where I(B) is the Raman intensity obtained under different magnetic fields. As presented
in Figure 5a, the magneto-Raman intensity of the 2LA(M), E′ and A′1 modes for WS2/SiO2
exhibit a similar variation with increasing magnetic field, which are negative under VV
configuration and reach the lowest value at around 5 T. In contrast, the VH polarization
configuration witnesses the largest magneto-Raman intensity at 5 T. The VH magneto-
Raman intensity of A′1 is higher than that of 2LA(M) and E′. Moreover, the lowest VV
magneto-Raman intensity is nearly −100%, whereas the magneto-Raman intensity for the
2LA(M) and A′1 modes boosts to 1300% under VH polarization configuration.

On the other hand, the magneto-Raman intensity for WS2/Au exhibits similar vari-
ations as that of WS2/SiO2, as shown in Figure 5c,d. In the VV configuration, the VV
magneto-Raman intensity for WS2/Au varies in the range from 20% to −90%, while the
highest magneto-Raman intensity is just 800% in the VH configuration. It is worthy to
note that the magneto-Raman intensity of A′1 mode for WS2/Au is much lower than that
for WS2/SiO2. The magneto-Raman intensities of A′1 and 2LA(M) modes for WS2/Au
were reduced to ~60% of that for WS2/SiO2. This difference in the amplitude of the
magneto-Raman intensity between WS2/SiO2 and WS2/Au can be attributed to the Au
NPs underneath WS2 flake, which breaks the polarization rules for WS2. Due to the light-
matter interaction, LSPR takes place at the surface of Au NPs. When plasmonic losses
couple to WS2, momentums with different wave vectors are provided by the near-field
components in the nanogap between metal NPs [34]. Because the morphologies of Au NPs
are irregular, the polarization of electromagnetic wave reflected from Au NPs is randomly
distributed. Therefore, the proportions for the Raman signal with different polarizations
change as a result of the disturbed polarization of excitation light.
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Figure 5. Magneto–Raman intensity for (a,b) WS2/SiO2 and (c,d) WS2/Au as a function of magnetic
field. Green, orange and purple symbols represent 2LA(M), E′ and A′1 modes, respectively.

Compared with previous literature, the low temperature magneto-optical Raman
results obtained in this work exhibit significant difference in resonance magnetic field.
Strikingly, the resonance field of monolayer WS2 in this work (5 T or 5.5 T) is higher than
that for the WS2 grown on sapphire substrate using the CVD method (WS2/Al2O3) at room
temperature (4 T) [24]. Based on previous reports, the resonant magnetic field strength is
inversely proportional to optical mobility [22]. A smaller optical mobility was predicted for
the WS2 samples in our work according to the results shown in Figures 4 and 5. Normally,
the mobility of mechanically exfoliated (ME) WS2 is higher than that of CVD WS2 [46].
In addition, as demonstrated on MoS2, the amplitude of resonance magnetic field at low
temperature is smaller than that at high temperature [22,25]. Therefore, the primary origin
for the discrepancy in the optical mobility (or resonance magnetic field) between our work
and previous reports can be attributed to the different dielectric properties of the substrates
used. As the magnetic field effect on Raman process is through the field-modulated motion
of electrons [22], the change transfer from the substrate to WS2 cannot be neglected. The
sapphire substrate has a better electronic screening effect than SiO2. It is assumed that more
photon-induced charges can be evolved into the field-modulated Raman process. Moreover,
the LSPR induced hot electrons transferred from Au NPs to WS2, which disturbed the
electronic motion under the magnetic fields. Therefore, the resonance magnetic field for
WS2/Au is the highest as compared to WS2/SiO2 and WS2/Al2O3. These results suggest
that a high-k substrate, such as HfO2, would be helpful for reducing the resonance magnetic
field.

4. Conclusions

To summarize, magneto-Raman spectroscopy has been successfully performed on
monolayer WS2 transferred on SiO2/Si substrate and Au film, respectively. Dramatic
variations of Raman intensity were observed as a function of magnetic field, which can
be associated with the symmetry breaking as a result of the electron motion induced by
the magnetic field. Strikingly, prominent differences were observed in the magnetic field
evolutions for WS2 on SiO2/Si substrate and Au film. The magneto-optical Raman intensity
for WS2 on Au film was much lower than that for WS2 on SiO2/Si. It is demonstrated
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that the plasmonic effect–induced charge transfer plays an important role in the magneto-
optical Raman effects of WS2. Our results provide useful information for understanding the
magneto-optical properties of TMDs and further fabricating TMD-based magneto-optical
devices.
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